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Learning Objectives

The learner will be able to:

1. Apply PRO Level Leadership caveats (People, Purpose, and Possibility) to real life-work situations.

2. Distinguish between a PRO Level Leader and a non-PRO Level Leader.

3. Evaluate the influence on change a PRO Level Leader could have in their work environment.
PRO Level Leaders

Influence Change By:

Bringing people together

Establishing a purpose

Being open to all possibilities

People

The PRO Leader:

- Knows the values and strengths of the people on the team
- Celebrates diversity
- Values differences that can make teams strong and unique
- Moves toward a common purpose


PRO Level Leaders

Diversity in Gender Ethnicity

Diversity in Interprofessional Non traditional students
Success of the PRO Leader

When team members move together as one toward a common purpose.
PuRpose

The PRO Leader

- Develops a common goal
- Allows the momentum of the people to take flight
- Appreciates the unique rhythm of the team
Think SMART

Specific

Measurable

Attainable

Relevant

Time bound

POssibilities

The PRO Leader

• Leads through innovation and change

• Explores novel solutions to common problems

Making the Impossible Possible
Challenge Your Limits
don’t
Limit Your Challenges

Are you up for the challenge?
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